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Purpose of this Checklist: To teach the string class students how to hold the bow and play
short strokes. Each student will show 100% mastery of the skills that are marked with *. Those

skills marked with * will require a checkout that can be done individually or in a group (2 or 3

students). It is important that the teacher not go on to new skills until these essential skills are

learned. For an elementary school 45 minute string class, it is expected that this checklist will
take three to four classes to finish. This checklist covers violin and viola students. There is

another checklist for cello that can be used with this one if there are also cellos in the class.

Materials Required: Enough dowel rods (or sticks) 5/16by 48 inches for the largest class plus

one more for you. The sticks can be purchased inexpensively at your local Home Depot,
Lowe's or similar store. The students will not take the sticks home, but use them in class. For
home practice, they can use a pencil. Ifyou prefer or do not have time to get the sticks, a pencil
will do. There are advantages to using the stick, which you will see as you go through the

checklist. (l.,lote: a survey of one class of l5 beginning 4s grade violin and viola students

resulted in 100% of the students saying the bow hold on the stick was easier than on the pencil.)

Copies of "Making the Bow Hold on stick or pencil - Violin and Viola" for the class.

Copies of Quadruple DAD and Ode to Joy Harmony.

How to Use This Checklist: Follow each step of the checklist in tum, making sure the class

understands each item and can do the drill before going on to the next step. When the class can

do an item, put your initials and the date on the blank line at the end of that item.

Do not skip around on the checklist. The items have been arranged in a specific order to build
the necessary skills.



SECTION ONE
PREPARING THE BOW HOLD ON A STICK

1. Before handing out the sticks, have the students hold up their right hand. Show them and

have them follow step by step, making a "bunny bow hold" in the air:

"With the right hand, make a circle with the longest finger and the thumb'" Show how

piano players count the fingers - 1 for thumb , 2, 3, 4 and 5. Show how violinists and

violists count the fingers - 1,2,3 and 4. "So we are making the circle with the thumb and

second finger. Be sure your thumb is bent so you can see the bump on it. (Point to the

bump with your left pointing finger.)

Can you make the circle with both middle fingers and the thumb?

Point your outside fingers up so it looks like the bunny's ears.

Move the tip of your thumb so it goes with the first wrinkle so we can give the bunny

some teeth. Bounce the tip of the thumb off the fingers and say 'Munch,

munch, munch; what's for lunch?"'

2. Hand a stick to the each student and tell them to hold it straight up and down.

Demonstrate, holding it with your LEFT hand about 1/3 of the way from the bottom of
the stick.

"With your RIGHT hand, put thumb with middle two fingers, then move the tip of the

thumb to the first wrinkle to give the bunny some teeth. Munch, munch, munch; what's

for lunch? (Tap thumb tip to wrinkle on middle two fingers.)

Touch the TIP of the thumb on the stick. Go straight toward the stick and keep the thumb

bent. (Do it several times. Move around the class so each student has a close up view.)

Now with the thumb touching on the tip, wrap your middle two fingers around the stick.

Make sure the bunny has teeth and the fingers hit with the wrinkle. Pretend the stick is a

long carrot and make sure the teeth go over a lot so the bunny can eat the carrot. KEEP

HOLDING WITH THE LEFT HAND! Checkthe thumb to make sure it is bent.

Let the other two fingers wrap around gently. Put the pinky on the tip and let it curve.

Now we have a curved thumb and a curved pinky. Tum the stick this way. (Move yours

so it is parallel to the floor.)

The bunny ate a lot of carrots for lunch, so he is sleepy and needs a nap. Lean your right

hand on the side of the first finger. KEEP HOLDING WITH THE LEFT HAND!"



3. Notice if one student did it especially well the first time. Have them come up and be the

leader as you go through the whole process again. Move around the class to assist any

student who is not getting it.

"Still holding with both hands, tap right pinky. . . Tap first finger. . . Let go of your left

hand and move the stick up and down. Keep it straight. . . Move it sideways. Watch

your neighbor and don't hit her! . . . Make a big circle in front of you. . . .

Hold the stick so your hand is at eye level. Do a small windshield wiper. This will help

your pinky and your thumb get strong. . . Now do alarger windshield wiper. . . .

4. Now hold with your left hand again and move your bow hold down about 3 inches.

Move the stick .rp and down . . . Move it sideways. . . Do the windshield wiper. . .

Hold your left hand up high. Now put your stick on your left shoulder, the one that your

instrument goes on. Move it down and up with short strokes. (After you demonstrate,

put your stick down and go to a student close by, grab the end ofhis stick that is nearest

you with you right hand. Put your left hand on his shoulder and guide the stick.) (To

Sam) Relax your shoulder. Notice Sam's stick is aiming right at me and his arm almost

gets straight." (Go to another student and do the same.) Pretend someone is standing

right in front of you and you are aiming right at them. Let's do four strokes, going down

first. (Play a D for yourself on the violin or piano and sing as you help move a student's

stick,"D D D D".)

5. Give out copies of "Making the Bow Hold on a Stick or Pencil - Violin and Viola". Tell

them they can practice it at home on a pencil instead of a stick. Demonstrate with a

pencil and tell them to notice the pencil must be straight up and down. Hold the eraser

with your left hand. Show how the thumb should go straight to the pencil. If there is

time, have them do it on the pencil. Tell them we will have a checkout next time and if
100% of the students have the bow hold 1000/o correctly, we will use the bows!"

*6. Checkout on bow hold on stick. At the beginning ofthe class, have them all do it together.

Notice and pick out one student who is doing it especially well. Pick them to be first to do the

checkout. If she does not get it correct, repeat with that student until they can do it 100%

correctly without your manual help. Check out the others, several at a time. Each student must

be able to do it 100olo correctly before the class passes the checkout



7.

SECTION TWO
CARE AND PARTS OF THE BOW

Have the students get their bow and rosin out of the case. Tell them about care of the

bow - do not touch the hair, how to tighten and loosen the bow. Have them tighten the

bows.

8. "Just like we did with the instrument, let's leam the parts of the bow. Watch me and

copy me. (Hold the bow at the frog with it pointed straight up.) Touch the tip and say

'tip'.(Makeabigmotion.)...Thankyou...Letgoofthetip...Thankyou...(Cover
the stick, wrapping, frog, screw, metal clip and hair. Don't touch the hair, but 'look at

the hair and say, "hair".')

9. Show them how to rosin the bow. Cover the metal clip
If you have time before class, start their rosins working
your bow. You can start getting rosin on their bows by

Let them finish rosining their bows. Have them put the

with your first finger or thumb.

by scrubbing near the frog with
using your already used rosin.

rosin back in the case.

SECTION THREE
HOLDING THE BOW

10.Bow hold on the bow. "Grab the bow at the bottom with your LEFT HAND and point it
straight up. Make the hair face your nose. Let's get our bunny bow hold in the air with

the right hand. Thumb tip goes with the middle fingers. Move your thumb to the wrinkle

so the bunny has teeth. Tap your thumb at the wrinkle. 'Munch, munch, munch; what's

for lunch?'

1 1. Point to the spot on your bow where the wrapping ends (near the balance point of the

bow). "We are going to hold our bow here first, like Mozart did. Later we will hold it
closer to the frog." (Students with large hands may find it easier to hold it near the frog.

Notice any students who are having trouble where the wrapping ends and have them try it
near the frog where the middle two fingers can wrap around the frog some. If it works

better, tell them to hold it at the frog.)



"Keep your RIGHT thumb near the hair and put the tip of your thumb on the stick. KEEP

HOLDING THE BOW WITH YOUR LEFT HAND ALSO! Keep the tip of your thumb on

the bow and gently move your thumb about Yz inch from the hair. Wrap around the middle

two fingers. Let them hang over so the bunny has teeth. Let the other fingers vwap around.

Put your pinky on the tip and curve it.

Check to see if your thumb is touching at the tip and is bent. KEEP HOLDING WITH
YOUR LEFT HAND and tap pinky, first finger and middle two fingers.

Hold the bow a little snug and let go of the left hand.

12. Move your bow up and down three times.

wiper.

Move it sideways. Do a small windshield

SECTION FOUR
PLAYING SHORT STROKES

let's do four As and stop with the bow on the string. Let

and your bow hand can relax a little. (Do several times).

I 3. (Demonstrate this first as they watch and then lead them through each step.) Keep your

good bow hold and get your violin or viola. Put it under your right arm with the strings facing

out. Let's stand up. Put your left hand near the big dot. Feet together, make a "V" and move a

foot sideways so your feet are under your shoulders. Do the Statue of Libety and float your

left hand fingers over the dot.

Put your bow on the D string a little below the middle of the bow. The best place to play is

halfway between the bridge and the end ofthe fingerboard. Relax your hand and let the

instrument help hold up the bow. Tap pinkie. Be sure to start DOWN BOW. Let's play four

Ds and then stop with the bow on the string. DO NOT LIFT TI{E BOW. Relax your hand.

Let's do it again.

14. Roll your bow to the A string and

your instrument help hold up the bow



15. Now we are ready for Quadruple D A D. Listen first. (You play.)

D D D D rest rest A A A A rest rest D D D D

(Be sure to roll your bow to the new string during the rest and

do not lift the bow. During the two rests, s?y, "Roll the bow".)

Youplaywithme. D D D D rest rest A A A A rest rest D D
D D . (Say, "Roll the bow" during the rests.)

*16. Checkout on Quadruple D A D. Notice one ortwo students whose

bow holds look really good and they are playing the song well. Have then

be first to do the checkout and comment on the excellent bow hold. ("I really

like how your thumb is bent and your middle two fingers wrap around!")

Then choose other small groups for the checkout. If anyone does not pass,

tell them to practice it at home at least three times perfect every day and they

can do the checkout the next class.

17. Ode to Joy Harmony. "Listen to the first part of Ode to Joy Harmony.

The word 'Ode' means a song or a poem." Play 12 open Ds, quarter note:
84 and have them watch your bow. "Let' s count them." Play them again,

counting each one, I,2,3, etc. "Now you play 12 Ds with me." (Do it.)

"Now let's turn it into the first line of the Ode to Joy Harmony. Listen:

(You play 12 Ds and 4 As.) Raise your hand if you can tell me what happens

after the 1 2 Ds". (Write the first line on the board. Have them play it with

you. I prefer to play piano with block chords, no melody yet, to help them

feel a basic beat. Cover the second line in a similar woy, writing it on the

board also.



Assign them to practice it at home. Tell them to play each line

times a day and make sure they have played the song perfectly

times a day so they can pass the checkout next class.

perfectly five
at least five

*18. Checkout on Ode to Joy Harmony. Afterthey have practiced it at

home, choose one student who seems to have it well be the first to do the

checkout. Have the students raise their hand if they practiced each line five

times a day and played the whole song perfectly five times a day . You can

have a group or a whole row do their checkout at the same time. If one or

two goof, have them do it againwith the next group. When all the students

can do it I00%, tell them, "Great! We can all play Ode to Joy Harmony

100% correctly. Now we are ready to learn to use the left hand fingers (or

start the book - your choice.)

CONGRATULATIONS!

You have completed Checktist No. 2. Your students can hold their bows and make

short strokes on open strings!

When you go home today, take off your shoes and relax. Take yourself out to

dinner or to your local coffee shop soon to celebrate!

At this point in the string classes, you continue the classes however you wish, starting the

|eft hand fingers, teaching some songs by rote, plucking or bowing, jumping into the

book, or whatever you prefer. If you notice any student who loses their nice bow hold or

instrument position, do a short review of that skill with the whole class.



Authorization is given to music teachers to copy this checklist to teach individual

students, classroom students or to share with other music teachers for the same

purposes.

Please e-mail comments and suggestions for improvements to nkredel@verizon.net.

Copyright 2006, 2007 ,2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 by Nancy Kredel. All Rights Reserved.

This checklist was created using effective educational methodology researched,

developed and codified by L. Ron Hubbard and I wish to thank him for his contributions

to the field of education. You can find out more about this methodology and Mr.

Hubbard by going to www.appliedscholastics.org.

Special thanks to my teacher, Paul Rolland. Many of these teaching ideas come from Mr.

Rolland. His book, co-authored by Marla Mutschler, "The Teaching of Action in String

Playing", is a gold mine of teaching ideas. It is available through Alfred Music

Publishing at wwmusic4{.com. The accompanying DVD is available at

www.paulrolland.net.


